Intimacy in Recovery

By Tian Dayton, PhD, TEP

When a couple is in recovery from their own or their partner’s drug abuse or alcoholism they each need stability, support and intimacy more than ever, but they are usually terrified by the thought of it.

True intimacy requires that each partner allows him or herself to be vulnerable and dependent, but because their ability to be intimate with one another has been traumatized by addiction, they might both be afraid that allowing themselves to be open and responsive will lead to further violations of faith, hope and trust.

Making sense of an addicted relationship

The intimate relationships of addicts evolve, over time, to mirror their own inner world. Unmodulated affect, unreliability and an emotional climate that alternates between shutdown and over-reaction characterize both the worlds of the addict and his/her relationships.

When the substance is removed, couples are at risk for living out the dysfunctional patterns that became fixed while one or both partners were using. Partners may view each other through distorted lenses, that is, they assess themselves, each other and their relationship using the meaning that represented their best attempt at making sense of an addicted partnership. It is as if an ice storm has frozen dysfunctional relationship dynamics in place and both partners continue to navigate by that map even when the addictive behaviors and substances are removed. They are suited up for the wrong weather — trained for a different event.

The trauma of addiction

Couples who have been traumatized by addiction need to overcome the “learned helplessness” (van der Kolk, 1996) that was set in motion when they repeatedly felt that they could do nothing to help or change their painful pattern of relating. The emotional intensity that characterized their partnership needs to give way to real, rather than distorted reasoning.
The hyper vigilance (Krystal, 1968), that keeps them so on the alert for problems that they continually create them, needs to be made conscious so that they can relax as a couple.

Along with their need to delve into distorted meaning established during addiction is the task of examining the impact that family-of-origin issues had on their propensity to manage emotional and psychological issues with mood-altering substances and behaviors or to choose partners who do so. Traumatic bonds from early painful relationships where there was an imbalance of power and isolation (Allen, 1996) can lead to negative transferences from parents onto partners. Splitting may occur where partners see each other through the magical mind of the child alternating between all good (able to meet and gratify all needs and wishes) and all bad (out to harm, wound and abandon).

Negative modeling and mirroring from childhood that may have taught partners to see themselves and/or relationships in a negative light may need to be reexamined. Slowly the couple can restore and rebuild both themselves and their relationship until they develop the strength and resilience necessary to right themselves on their own when they get into distress.

**Chronic relationship disconnection**

All relationships, even healthy ones, cycle through periods of connection, disconnection and reconnection. It’s the natural ebb and flow of family, friendship or partnership. In healthy partnerships the reconnection is usually “a small step up” (Baker-Miller, et al., 1997), that is, “we learn a little something about getting along from our temporary feeling of disconnection and bring it into the reconnection” (ibid.). For those who have experienced addiction and trauma in their intimate relationships, however, the types of disconnections that occur are much more serious.

“These experiences of disconnection lead people to form relational images of others as people who cannot understand them, cannot feel with them, will leave them in isolation, will not be there for them, will scorn, humiliate or abuse them. Then they develop a variety of responses such as compliance, silence, serving and responding to others’ needs, not asking anything or outwitting, controlling or triumphing over others” (ibid.).
For example, a son of an alcoholic mother may develop a strategy of taking care of her by being a surrogate partner, a good listener or caretaker. Or the wife of an alcoholic husband may develop a pattern of compliance.

These types of relationship disconnects create cauldrons of emotional and psychological pain that can and often do lead to addiction or are part of addicted relationships.

**Self-medicating and addiction**

Bessell van der Kolk, in his seminal research on trauma, found that one of the pervading symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) both in soldiers and those who have experienced some form of physical, sexual or emotional abuse, neglect or living with addiction, is the desire to self-medicate with drugs or alcohol.

Bessell van der Kolk defines trauma as “a rupture in relationship bond.” People who have been in intimate partnerships with addicts and addicts themselves have experienced these deep fissures and can feel hesitant to form intimate connections, as they fear another relationship rupture.

In recovery from addiction when the self-mediator is removed, the emotions and psychological problems that were being quieted by using substances emerge with even greater intensity.

**Treatment issues and dysfunction in intimacy**

Meet Jane and Bill. Bill is the second addict in Jane’s life; her first was her father. She learned her lessons on intimacy from modeling her parents’ alcoholic dynamic, and her first love — her father — was a practicing alcoholic. From her mother she learned to deny what was in front of her and over function in order to maintain family order and dignity. When she met Bill, a handsome, charming man addicted to alcohol and cocaine, she felt that she had “finally found the man I wanted to marry.” Bill, on the other hand, came from a military family. An “army brat” who moved every two years, he grew up watching his parents manage their ever-present tension and emotional ups and downs with an extended cocktail hour during which they each consumed two or three strong drinks a piece. When he met Jane, he felt that she “really understood him.” Twelve years
and three kids later, Bill’s law firm gave him a choice — get treatment or leave.

Here are some of the issues that were waiting for them when Bill sobered up and they entered couple’s therapy to try to reconstruct their broken relationship:

**Intimacy:** People who have self-medicated with a substance have been emotionally unavailable for the subtle nuances of intimacy.

The modulated give and take, each person retaining and maintaining his or herself while integrating the presence of another, trust levels, comfort with openness, honesty and constant negotiation that are all a part of intimacy have been undermined if not nearly destroyed by the pressure of addiction. The couple for whom addiction has played a central organizing role in their relationship may need to learn to rebuild intimacy from the ground up. In treatment, the “self” of each partner will need to be reaffirmed.

To exist in close partnership, both Bill and Jane will need to improve their relationship with themselves in order to be with each other in healthy ways.

**Commitment:** Broken promises, unreliability and ambivalence about commitment have taken their toll on the relationship.

Victims of addiction and trauma have often lost faith in love and in their ability to stay in long-term partnerships. Jane and Bill alternate between fear of abandonment and/or engulfment. They fear that they will have to give up a self to stay in a relationship. They feel that they do not have what it takes to make a relationship work in the real world. Treatment will require that they keep their word and fulfill their commitments in a responsible manner so that integrity and reliability can return to their relationship.

**Communication:** Good communication requires that each partner can tune in on their own inner world, articulate it in an emotionally literate manner and listen to their partner do the same. Partners need to accurately read each other’s subtle signals. They need to learn to listen to each other without being triggered into attacking, withdrawing or
experiencing explosions and implosions of emotions and psychological intensity that shut down communication. In couple’s therapy, Bill and Jane will need to retrain one another in skills of good communication. One useful technique is to ask one person to stand behind their partner and “double” for what they feel is going on inside of them. Bill standing behind Jane articulates what he imagines to be her inner world, thus training the ability to tune in on each other. Then the partner accepts or corrects it.

Another technique is to ask partners to “reverse roles” to physically change places with each other and continue the exchange. This allows each person to experience the role of the other so that empathy and understanding can build (Dayton, 1994).

**Accepting love and support:** Bill, the addict, has learned to turn to a substance for intimacy and comfort rather than his partner, Jane. Jane has been isolated from Bill and learned not to “need” anything that might lead to further pain or disappointment. Both fear that allowing closeness to “feel too good,” i.e., to “let it in,” will only lead to more hurt when it inevitably disappears again as it did during addiction. Either they use in an unconscious attempt to prevent further abandonment or they maintain a cool distance. Unconsciously, they imagine they’re protecting themselves from further pain by staying hyper vigilant while, in truth, they’re keeping out pleasure and love. The truth is that closeness ebbs and flows. But for those who have been deeply wounded that ebb and flow can become hard to tolerate. Hurt couples want to fix it, to not hurt ever again. They will need to learn that it’s natural to move in and out of intimacy and not to feel their relationship’s not working if their co-state cycles through connection and disconnection.

**Boundaries:** The addict has forfeited the ability to say “no” to themselves and/or to modulate their use of a substance. The substance itself has dictated terms of involvement invading both the personal and relationship world with the force of a natural disaster — mowing down everything in its path. For Bill and Jane, setting meaningful limits, which are a natural outgrowth of a genuine connection with self and a realistic understanding of the dynamics of the relationship, becomes difficult. Boundaries have been rigid or rubber depending not on a realistic sense of self and relationship, but on surviving dysfunction day to day. In a chaotic partnership where patterns of fusing vs. disconnection and aggression vs. withdrawal are the norm, it is difficult to know where one person leaves off...
and the other begins. Boundaries set in this emotional climate tend to be arbitrary and inconstant. The treatment will require a methodical rebuilding of self and relationship.

Boundaries will then be about maintaining a sense of self WHILE in deep connection with another and allowing the other person to do the same through attunements, respect and negotiation.

**Modulating Emotion:** Psychological and emotional trauma undermine an addict’s and co-addict’s ability to modulate emotion. The emotional climate of the relationship becomes characterized by extremes of shutdown and withdrawal alternating with emotional intensity and high affect; hence the black-and-white world of the addict in relationship with self and partner (van der Kolk, 1994). When intense emotional extremes are the rule, Bill and Jane seesaw between conflict and withdrawal, being easily triggered into intense anger and/or emotional and psychological numbness.

**Trust and Faith:** The addict loses trust and faith in self, others and life. The person in an intimate relationship with the addict experiences constant disappointment and disillusionment that undermines trust. They need to be rebuilt along with the self, as the addict reconstructs a self-regulated inner world. People in addicted relationships have often lost faith in their relationship’s ability to repair and renew itself. Their pain-filled partnership may have invaded many aspects of their life, throwing not only their marriage but other areas of their life out of balance. They lose faith in an orderly, predictable world. In this way, addiction and co-addiction can become a spiritual disease as those involved lose hope of a better life.

**Having Fun:** Spontaneity and relaxation for the addict have been dependent upon a substance-induced state. It is a task to learn how to have fun in recovery. For the co-addict, spontaneity means out-of-control or on the edge of chaos. In the recovering relationship, the addict and co-addict need to consciously learn to engage in activities that bring pleasure. Bill and Jane need to plan fun into their lives in whatever way feels meaningful to them. Dinners, socializing and shared hobbies can all be ways of restoring pleasure and play.

**Sexuality:** Sex while under the influence of a substance is different from
sex while sober. Bill will need to relearn enjoyment and ease with sober sex. Men tend to use sex to connect emotionally while women tend to want an emotional connection in order to become aroused (Gray, 1996). Because she felt emotionally distant from Bill, Jane withdrew sexually. Sex while Bill was high gratified her physically, but felt humiliating. Healing in this area will require patience and practicing new behaviors. Masters & Johnson-type tapes and sex therapy are useful to the recovering couple. Less emphasis on intercourse with more time given to foreplay and afterplay can extend the pleasure of sex and reduce the anxiety around performance. Dates and romance need to be consciously scheduled and enjoyed.

According to Stephanie Covington, PhD, of The Institute for Relational Development in La Jolla, California, some of the factors a therapist will need to identify in clients during treatment are:

* The capacity to have observer ego and self-regulation
* Family-of-origin patterns
* Communication
* The individual’s defensive structure
* Each person’s ability to seek self needs from others

**Intrapsychic and lived reality of wish**

Covington finds that “effective treatment often involves encouraging one or both partners to maintain their own beliefs, even if they seem antithetical to effective sexual and marital functioning. The emergence of a greater solid self in at least one partner often has a catalytic impact on the development of both individuals and enhances intimacy and sexual
intensity."

**An assessment instrument for couples**

Following is a self-assessment tool for couples. It is designed to help each partner reflect on psychodynamic issues related to living with trauma and addiction that may be affecting their relationship. It can be used in therapy as a springboard for exploration and as a tool to help bring relevant issues into focus. It can be filled in as homework or in the presence of a therapist. For more in-depth information on this subject refer to Trauma and Addiction: Ending the Cycle of Pain Through Emotional Literacy and Heartwounds: The Impact of Unresolved Trauma and Grief on Relationships both by this writer and published by Health Communications, Inc.

**Conclusion**

Over the course of treatment, couples will need to learn to self-soothe without the use of chemicals or acting out behaviors. Learning to observe or witness their own internal process will eventually allow them to talk out rather than act out emotions and to tune in on their internal worlds in a non-reactive manner. Dysfunctional defensive structures that impair intimacy will slowly be dismantled while more functional behaviors replace them. The couple can explore what needs can be met by their partner, which needs they will need to go outside the partnership to meet and which are fantasies that have more to do with a wish for the perfect parent than a reasonable expectation of a partner.

For the couple who can plow through this complicated terrain, intimacy can feel like a stolen treasure that they will guard with their lives. They can develop the vision, as C. S. Lewis said, that “it takes two to see one” and use their relationship for self-actualization.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Answer the following questions by placing a check "a" in the appropriate box.**
Self Assessment Tool for Couples

To what extent do you:

Very Little

Somewhat

Quite a Bit

Very Much

1. Avoid intimate relationships because you unconsciously fear another interruption of the affiliative bond?
2. Recreate relationship dynamics that mirror your worst nightmare?
3. Project unhealed pain and anger from earlier relationships onto your current intimate relationship?
4. Become enmeshed or fused in intimate relationships in an unconscious attempt to protect against abandonment?
5. Distance your partner when you enter an interdependent relationship?
6. Respond to situations that trigger you by shutting down or with an intensity of emotions appropriate to earlier relationships or traumatic times in your relationship?
7. See your partner as alternately all good or all bad?
8. Misread signals from your partner?
9. Overreact to signals that threaten to stimulate old pain?
10. Lose the ability to let go and be playful in intimate relationships?
11. Lose the ability to trust and have faith in intimate relationships?
12. Fear being smothered or engulfed by your relationships?
13. Lose your ability to accept support?
14. Get easily triggered into anger, tears or withdrawal?
15. Have trouble keeping your commitments in relationships?
16. Have a hard time saying what you really mean or feel?
17. Have trouble listening or staying present during emotionally charged conversations without withdrawing or becoming overly aggressive?
18. Have a hard time figuring out where you leave off and your partner begins?
19. Have trouble setting and maintaining your own boundaries and/or respecting those of your partner?
20. Manifest relationship problems in the area of sexuality?
21. Feel helpless to affect or create change in your relationship?
22. Feel numb, shutdown or emotionally constricted in your relationship?
23. Become hyper vigilant in your relationship constantly scanning for problems?
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